This series helps parents, teens and families incorporate Christian
values into their daily lives. It reinforces traditional values and gives
guidance on how to approach life’s challenges and the tools needed
to deal with them. Each program provides support for parents and
families through a Christian perspective along with practical advice
on every aspect of living as a Christian in today’s World.
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Christian Solutions – Living One’s Life with a Christian Perspective

TEEN ISSUES
Drug Addiction & Recovery
In this program we see and hear from teens and young adults who describe how their lives were
ruined because of drug dependency. Dreams can be shattered, lives can be ruined and
overcoming addiction can be a life-time process. Teens and young adults describe the downward
spirals their lives took after continued use of illegal substances, the effect it took on their families,
how it fast tracked their lives into lives of crime and how in some cases it left many living on the
streets. Hard-hitting testimonials from teens and young adults illustrate the potential life-altering
damage done by substance abuse use, the struggle to get and stay clean, what it means to live a
life free of drugs and the reality that it can happen to anyone who chooses to experiment with
drugs.
DVD: 23 min. • Gr. 8-12,College • Item# CH9991D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
Sex & Abstinence
Young people today are being bombarded with conflicting messages about sex from their
families, their peers and especially the media. This program takes a look at a controversial
approach - stressing abstinence. Religious values are one of the most prominent reasons for
waiting until marriage to engage in sexual intimacy. However, there are a number of other
reasons why young people should abstain when considering pre-marital sex. Beyond the risks of
pregnancy, there are many other risks such as STD’s and emotional turmoil. We explore how our
culture has become more open than ever in talking about sex and why many people of faith are
now participating in the dialogue, by promoting a positive spiritual view of sex after marriage.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 8-12,College • Item# CH10024D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
Eating Disorders: Creating Healthy Eating Choices & A Positive Body Image
In this program, see first-hand accounts of the struggles in dealing with Anorexia and Bulimia from
young teens who have suffered from this affliction and survived. For reasons that are unclear,
some teens, mainly young women, develop potentially life threatening eating disorders called
bulimia nervosa and anorexia nervosa. Those with bulimia indulge in binging (episodes of eating
large amounts of food) and purging (getting rid of the food from the body by vomiting, using
laxatives or diuretics). Those with anorexia, severely limit their food intake. About half of
anorexics also suffer from bulimia symptoms. Bulimia is often a deadly physical illness.
Intentionally purging can cause many debilitating effects including severe tooth erosion, tears of
the esophagus, life threatening potassium imbalances and more. Fewer than ten percent of all
bulimics are in treatment. More than 20% die from complications relating to their eating disorders.
Anorexics similarly are affected by their illness in many ways ranging from fatigue and lack of energy, amenorrhea (loss
of menstruation), loss of bone mass and even cardiac arrest and death. Health professionals discuss the ways in which
to help create a positive body image and how important it is to provide physical, intellectual and spiritual guidance to
help teens make healthy life choices.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 8-12,College • Item# CH9993D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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TEEN ISSUES
Guns, Gangs & Violence: The Willie Jones Story
A Regional Emmy Award-Winning Documentary. Willie Jones was valedictorian of his high
school class, an outstanding student, athlete and class leader bound for Cornell University. The
day after he graduated, Willie Jones Jr. was gunned down in a drive-by shooting as he left a
graduation party where parents were acting as chaperons, alcohol was prohibited, and an off-duty
police officer was providing security. The killing of Willie Jones shocked and angered much of
San Diego, particularly the African American community in which Jones had become a role model
and a symbol of hope. Family members and friends reflect on the very personal pain of youth
violence and express hope that Willie's story will be a resounding wakeup call for teenagers today
facing the daily struggles of guns, gangs and violence.
DVD: 43 min. • Gr. 8-12,College • Item# CH9992D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
Youth in Prison: Giving Hope & New Direction
The number of violent crimes committed by juveniles nationwide continues to rise alarmingly. In
response, the courts are sentencing more young offenders to tough prison terms. What,
specifically, is being done to show these wards of the state a different path? Is there any hope for
young people in prison? This program provides faith-based initiatives key to reaching
disconnected youth by providing spiritual counseling, support and encouragement to juveniles
who want to turn from the past and lead a new life free of crime by living the Christian faith.
DVD: 22 min. • Gr. 8-12,College • Item# CH9994D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Christian Solutions – Living One’s Life with a Christian Perspective

PARENTING ISSUES
How to Raise a Moral Teenager
The teenage years are arguably the toughest for parents and children. Parents can often wonder
if their teaching and authority have any effect on the moral behavior of their teens. This program
shows why parents should never give up on teens, and how spiritual values strengthen the family
during these often turbulent years. Set boundaries, speak up, set right from wrong, Always
practice good communication skills - these are all important messages for parents to give to
teens.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH9996D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Children & Their Challenges: Moral and Spiritual Guidance to Make the Right Choices
Today's children face challenges that were unknown or barely an issue a generation ago. Among
them are crime, drugs, teen pregnancy, abortion and the multiple problems of dysfunctional family
life. Even dedicated parents can be hard-pressed to raise healthy, well-adjusted offspring. As
this program reveals, having a spiritual focus is an immense advantage.
DVD: 24 min. • Adult • Item# CH9998D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Character Development: Raising Children with Moral Integrity Through Faith
Experts agree that parents, whether they set out to do so or not, are the greatest teachers of
morality, ethics and values to children -- much more than church or school. Therefore, it is critical
that parents not only be proactive and vigilant about minimizing negative moral influences from
society, but that they live out positive values in their own lives which children can see and
emulate. This program explores the critical phases of moral development from infancy to preteen
years.
DVD: 24 min. • Adult • Item# CH9999D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

The Challenge of Adolescence: Physical, Social & Emotional Guidance
It's one of the most challenging phases of life. Adolescents confront physical and social
challenges, including puberty and mounting pressures, to explore their own sexuality. Young
people and seasoned youth counselors speak of ways to meet the inevitable challenge of
adolescence.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10001D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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PARENTING ISSUES
Struggles for Parents Raising Teenagers
The teenage years can be turbulent and difficult times for parents and teenagers, especially in
today's world where teenagers are more outspoken and face more pressures and challenges than
before. How do parents cope and connect to their children? In this program parents and
teenagers discuss their relationship and what to do in power struggle situations when they are
feeling angry and hurt. Parents learn to be consistent, use natural and logical consequences and
to listen to their teens feelings while keeping an open mind.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10003D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

The Unique Challenges & Pressures of Single Parenting
Countless children are being raised in households where only one parent is present. What are
the unique challenges and pressures of single parenting? How do parents in that position cope
on a day-to-day basis? And what are some positive aspects of single parenting? This program
provides the answers and guidance from parents who have found themselves in similar situations
and the challenges of parenting on their own.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10004D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Support for Parents - Community Involvement
Providing a Positive Moral Influence on a Child's Life
Parents alone shouldn't be the only positive moral influence on a child's life. The community,
schools and churches play a critical role in offering a safe nurturing environment that upholds the
values and morality parents are trying to impart. In this program we see how community
involvement can play a pivotal part in shaping the morals of the next generation and provide
guidance that will best shape their moral development.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10005D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Parenting Your Parents
Having to care for a dependent parent, usually in their later years, is a situation many adults face
at some point - often when they're raising their own children. Drawing on the wisdom of people
with first-hand experience, this program illuminates the struggles, the joys and the blessings of
"Parenting Your Parents". Subjects covered include: Taking on the role of caregiver, adjusting to
illness, recently widowed, getting forgetful, financial struggles, dealing with medicare, taking time
to plan for elderly care.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10027D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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PARENTING ISSUES
Teens with Mental Health Issues and Suicidal Tendencies
Young people with mental health problems - such as anxiety, depression, bipolar disorder, self
mutilation, reactive attachment disorder - are at higher risk for suicidal thoughts. Raising
teenagers with mental health issues can be a difficult and very challenging experience. This
reflective program focuses on parents and teenagers who tell their stories of struggle as they
learn how some families cope with parenting a mentally ill teen. When parents have to deal with
a mentally ill teen they face many unique challenges. Through personal stories and discussions,
you’ll learn some of the reasons for mental illness and some of the solutions and resources for
dealing with and available to help support families. Health professionals explore the subject of
mental illness and offer thoughtful counsel and advice for parents and teens to help guide them
through challenging times.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH9995D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Raising Young Children with Mental Health Disorders
When a child exhibits "inappropriate" behavior or is unable to interact socially, psychiatric
problems may be the cause. This program seeks to identify the difference between childhood
challenges and behavior rooted in mental illness. Families share their stories, while mental health
experts discuss treatment and coping strategies.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH9997D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Raising a Child with Autism & Special Needs
Raising a child is challenging for any parent. But the challenges can be tenfold for parents of
children with special needs. Parents struggle with all the same kinds of child-rearing issues as
other families, but the issues are often magnified. Special needs children require a large amount
of attention, guidance and support from their parents. This program focuses on empowering both
parents and their children to reach their full potential as parents share their stories of faith along
with the challenges and rewards of raising a special needs child. It informs and educates as
parents share their experiences and practical strategies to guide and give hope to other parents.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10012D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES
Depression
Some experts estimate that more than 10% of the U.S. population suffers from mild to severe
depression. In this program, a Methodist minister and a Lutheran campus pastor tell of their own
bouts with the disease, while a medical doctor relates how his oldest son ultimately committed
suicide after suffering from severe depression. Whether dealing with depression or with anxiety,
this program provides spiritual guidance to help those suffering develop the skills to cope through
sound spiritual insight. A psychiatrist also shares some of the promising treatments available.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10006D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Struggling with Mental Illness
Millions of Americans struggle with mental illness and against the stigma brought upon them. For
the great majority of families watching their loved ones suffer and often suffering themselves, the
struggle can be endless. Mental illness can take many forms and is often difficult for family and
friends to understand. Faith has become an integral part of treatment for those who are
struggling with overwhelming emotional and spiritual burdens. It is through their Christian faith
that many have learned that they can still live happy and fulfilling lives.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10008D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Anxiety and Phobias - Faith Based Solutions
For some 23 million Americans, anxiety is more than a simple case of nerves. Instead, it
manifests in severe panic attacks that lead to fearful avoidance of certain places or situations.
These phobias can be as crippling as serious physical illness. This program provides spiritual
guidance and an approach to help overcome these issues and the knowledge that help is always
available from trained professionals and from a caring God.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10009D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Overcoming Anxiety & Phobias - How to Conquer and Start Living a Life of Confidence
Many of us struggle with anxiety. Among the disorder's most common forms is social phobia, a
persistent fear of scrutiny and evaluation by others. Do you feel nausea and paranoia stepping
outside of your home? Or driving in your car? Or getting on a plane? Millions of people have
these fears, but some face them with extreme anxiety and disbelief. This program discusses how
some people have faced their fears and conquered a broad range of disabling conditions through
faith in God along with the strategies to overcome them and start living a life of confidence.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10010D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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HEALTH ISSUES
Breast Cancer: How to Find Comfort, Strength & Renewed Faith in the Midst of Despair
A must for any Christian woman facing breast cancer. Statistics indicate that approximately 41
percent of Americans will be diagnosed with cancer during their lifetime. Among women with
cancer, breast cancer is particularly common. The effect on women can be devastating and
sometimes deadly. Faith, too, can be shaken when one is diagnosed with breast cancer. In this
program, women share their struggles, coping skills and how you can find hope, comfort,
encouragement, strength and renewed faith in the midst of despair.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10028D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Prostate Cancer: Men Share Their Struggles, Coping Skills & Hope Inspired by Faith
Prostate cancer affects thousands of men every year. In many men it can be life threatening (it is
the second leading cause of cancer-related death in men) and can affect families, marriages and
a man’s sexual function. In this program, men share their struggles, coping skills and hope
inspired by faith so that others can be better equipped to battle this life threatening disease.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10029D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Coping with Cancer:
How to Find Comfort & Courage When Battling the Fear of the Unknown
Cancer is a devastating and life-changing disease. A diagnosis can leave you feeling
overwhelmed, stressed and uncertain about your future. Many people diagnosed go through
various stages of emotions including anger, frustration, hopelessness and depression. This
program asks the question - where do those negative feelings lead you? Discover how your faith
can be strengthened during treatment of Cancer, how you can find comfort in the Scriptures and
how to face the challenge and find the courage, especially when battling fear of the unknown.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10033D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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HEALTH ISSUES
Alzheimer's: The Growing Challenge of Caring for a Loved One
The slow mental deterioration of a loved one is extremely distressing. Millions of families have
been affected by Alzheimer's in some way. In this program, partners of Alzheimer's sufferers tell
their stories, relive their challenges and daily struggles while living with this disease and share the
effects this mentally disabling condition has had on their families. Learn how spiritual guidance
and God’s presence, while dealing with a loved one can help lift the burden.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10030D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Health, Healing and Spirituality: How to Find Wellness in Mind, Body & Spirit
Spiritual Healing covers all aspects of channeling energies and the philosophy behind healing the
spirit. In today’s world, there is much scientific debate and popular interest in the connection
between health and spirituality. In this program, learn from those inspired by their faith to find
wellness in mind, body and spirit and explore whether fervent prayer can lead to healing.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10031D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Your Body, God's Creation:
How to Incorporate Good Nutrition Into Your Daily Diet & Lifestyle
Fitness plans and diets are a multi-billion dollar industry, yet 50% of Americans are overweight
and many are medically obese. What responsibility do we have to our bodies to stay healthy? Is
this part of being accountable to God? Some Christians spend so much time on their spiritual
growth, they neglect to spend time on their physical well being and health. This program
discusses how a strong healthy body compliments a strong Christian life. How we need nutritious
food, adequate rest and plenty of exercise in order to stay healthy both physically and spiritually.
When we glorify God in our Bodies, when we honor him with the vitality and enthusiasm we feel,
others can see him working though us.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10032D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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LOVE & MARRIAGE / RELATIONSHIP ISSUES
Before You Say "I Do" - Getting Ready for Marriage
When engaged couples plan their marriage ceremony, handling countless planning is part of the
process. However a beautiful wedding can't guarantee a successful marriage. How can today's
couples feel confident they're actually ready for a lifelong commitment of love and fidelity? This
program gives couples advice and direction from both a personal and professional point of view.
It offers insight into each partners expectations and Christian based values to help prepare for a
lifelong union. Subjects covered include pre marital counseling, commitment, spirituality,
dysfunctional families, finances, married versus living together, children, divorce, life commitment,
different marriages of faith.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10013D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

The Secrets to a Lasting Marriage
Statistics paint a bleak picture of modern marriages. Far too many of them end in divorce.
Couples suffer, impacting their emotional health and happiness and that of their children. Is it
possible to meet, fall in love, exchange vows and actually stay married for life? Yes! In this
program, real-life couples share their own secrets of lasting unions and marriage counselors offer
helpful insights and guidance to help couples work through the challenges of marriage and have a
lifelong union.

DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10014D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Healing a Marriage When Trust is Broken
When confronted with the pain of infidelity, chronic conflict and other severe challenges to a
marriage, some couples simply give up and go their separate ways. However there are ways to
heal a broken marriage. Faith and forgiveness are key. In this program couples who have
"reconnected" and found ways to heal their marriages, reveal their personal struggles and talk
openly about their spiritual journey and how they were able to save their marriage through
forgiveness and faith. Subjects covered include: Divorce: A Common Reality, Divorce: The
Alternative, Infidelity, Conflicts and Unhappiness in Marriage, Anger, Learning How to
Communicate, Sharing Your Feelings, Surviving Adultery, Re-Building the Relationship, Marriage
Expectations, Feelings of Isolation, What is Real Love, How Marriages Work.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10015D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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LOVE & MARRIAGE / RELATIONSHIP ISSUES
How to Build a Strong Marriage for Life
One out of every two marriages can end in divorce. Building a strong Christian marriage that is
full of love and respect is possible through hard work and personal commitment. So how do two
people keep their marriage together? In this program we hear from married couples who have
stayed together through "thick and thin" and still have a loving, fulfilling marriage. It offers
excellent advice, tips and suggestions couples can begin implementing into their relationships to
help build healthier marriages. Subjects covered include: Keeping Romance Alive, Commitment,
Forgiveness, Communication, Resolving Conflicts, Honesty, Working at your Marriage.

DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10016D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Divorce
Nearly half of all marriages end in divorce. The effects on the divorcing parties, as well as any
children involved, can be devastating. In this program couples who have gone through a divorce
reflect on the experience. It offers advice from a marriage/family/child counselor along with
guidance to parents for their children seeking to cope with their parents' split. This is a valuable
resource for pastors, counselors, church leaders and couples who are struggling to understand
and apply scriptural principles to the problems of divorce and remarriage. Subjects covered
include: Denial, Broken Commitments, Dealing With Anger, Making the Divorce Decision, Sharing
Feelings Together, Broken Promises, Feelings of Failure, Finding Hope After Divorce, Love is a
Decision, Depression, Learning to Let Go.
DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10017D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Breaking the Cycle of Domestic Violence
Anyone can experience violence, abuse or unhealthy behaviors in their relationships. A
relationship may be serious or casual, monogamous or not, short-term or long-term. Some of the
forms of abuse in relationships can include physical abuse, verbal or emotional abuse or sexual
abuse. This program believes that everyone has the right to safe and healthy relationships. It
talks with victims of abuse, willing to tell their story, hoping it may save others from falling victim to
this violent behavior.

DVD: 21 min. • Adult • Item# CH10002D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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FAITH ISSUES
Healing: The Power of Prayer
Dramatic accounts of sudden, seemingly inexplicable healing have sparked popular and even
scientific interest in the power of prayer. God's Word tells us to pray unceasingly and that
miracles do happen. But the ultimate power of prayer is that it gives us the peace to accept God's
will for our lives - whatever it might be. Subjects covered include: The Benefits of Prayer and The
Healing Power of Prayer.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10018D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Healing: The Fruits of Forgiveness - Resolving Feelings of Anger & Bitterness
Many of us, including people of faith, wrestle for years with unresolved feelings of anger and
bitterness. It can be extremely difficult to forgive others for hurtful remarks and actions. But the
fruits of forgiveness are peace, joy and a deeper understanding of how much our infinitely
forgiving God loves us. Subjects covered include: Learning to Forgive, Forgiving Infidelity,
Overcoming Anger and Bitterness, Compassion.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10019D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

The Search for Personal Faith
Does a deep, personal, committed faith have a place in our increasingly sophisticated, technically
oriented world? Yes, but it rarely comes easily. Listen to the real-life stories of people who have
undertaken a single-minded "Search for Personal Faith" and discovered, somewhat paradoxically,
that ultimately faith is a gift. Subjects covered include: Searching for meaning and direction, what
GOD can do for you in your life, finding joy, taking the Leap of faith, finding the Light in a Dark
world, the message of Hope, relating to GOD, fulfilling your needs.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10020D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Why Me, God?
A question often arises when we experience false accusations, a life-threatening illness, serious
accident or profound personal loss. How could a caring, compassionate God allow this to
happen? As this program reveals, seeking and discovering the spiritual answer can deepen our
faith and empower us to help others with "Why Me, God?"
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10021D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing
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FAITH ISSUES
Dealing with Guilt: How to Find Resolution & Acceptance
When guilt has a grip on you, it can rob you of joy and energy. Ultimately, it can consume your
life. Is there a way to move beyond personal failings and rise above burdensome regrets? Can
guilt ever have a constructive effect? Focusing on real-life stories, this program grapples with
issues of guilt and how to find resolution and acceptance through spiritual faith.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10022D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

When God Seems Silent: Hope & Renewed Faith
There are moments, often in sickness or tragedy, when God no longer seems to be present. In
the midst of discouragement or mourning, we may call on God and yet sense no response.
People who have experienced times when God seemed silent share their testimonies of hope and
renewed faith.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10023D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Searching for God: How to Build Your Spiritual Strength
Expressions of spiritual faith are as varied as people themselves. In this program, people share
how they’ve been drawn to a deeper faith through their experiences with nature, work, illness and
loss and in moments of solitude.

DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10025D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Facing Death: Overcome the Fear of Dying
Even though death is an inevitable fact of life, most people avoid the subject. In fact, most of us
would rather not think or talk about death. That's unfortunate because confronting this
fundamental reality can actually make our lives richer and more joyful. How can we overcome the
fear of dying and remain hopeful even when faced with death? In this program, People of faith
share their personal perspectives on how they have faced this reality.
DVD: 21 min. • Gr. 9-Adult • Item# CH10026D • $29.95
Streaming Rights also available - See page 15 for pricing

Streaming Rights Pricing

$75................................................................................................. 3 Year Rights
$125 .............................................................................................. 5 Year Rights
Pricing is per title.
Pricing is subject to change without notice.
For additional info about pricing & availability please contact VEC.

To our Valued Customers
Welcome to the Spring, 2013 edition of Visual Education Centre’s DVD New Release catalogue. As the leading supplier of audio and video educational resources in Canada, VEC remains committed to offering enriching, curriculum-relevant programs from award-winning Canadian and
international producers, covering a wide range of subjects - Health & Guidance, Science, Social Studies, Language Arts and more. Many programs
are accompanied by a Teaching Guide assisting educators with talking points and ideas for classroom activities.
Please take a moment to review this catalogue and feel free to contact the representative for your area if you require any information on educational
programs or feature films. For a complete list of titles please visit our website at www.visualed.com
Many programs are also available through our digital streaming platform Learn360TM. Learn360TM gives educators and students the power to meet and
exceed 21st Century educational expectations. Learn360TM sets a superior standard of quality for video streaming and delivers the rich resources educators need to bring standards-based and differentiated instruction to best serve students.
On behalf of the entire team at VEC, I would like to thank you for your business and look forward to serving you in many years to come.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Hitchon
Vice President, Sales and Marketing
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Easily Accessible 24/7 from
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Integrate Your Own Content
Custom Hosting Solutions
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Health Videos
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GENERAL INFORMATION
a) All shipments are F.O.B. our premises, and are shipped via the most

VIDEO STREAMING & DUPLICATION RIGHTS

efficient and cost effective method, prepaid and charged, unless other arrangements are made. Rush shipments can be accommodated and the additional
charges for this service will be added to your invoice.

License/Purchase of programs does not include video streaming or duplication
rights. Most programs in this catalogue are available for video streaming and duplication subject to negotiation. Please contact our customer service department
at (800) 668 0749.

b) All orders are non-rescindable, non-returnable, and non-refundable unless
the goods are damaged, you received an incorrect shipment, or without a “return
authorization” from our Customer Service Department.

RESTRICTIONS

PRICES

1. All programs are protected by the Canadian Copyright Act and international
copyright laws. No materials may be reproduced, duplicated, transmitted, or
re-transmitted, in whole or in part, in any form or by any means whatsoever,
without prior written consent from
Visual Education Centre.

PAYMENT
Terms are net fifteen(15) days, after which interest of 1.5% per month will be

2. No materials may be previewed, rented, loaned, or resold outside the licensee’s/purchaser’s organizations, subsidiaries, or divisions.

All prices and fees are subject to change without notice. Applicable taxes, shipping and handling charges will be added to each invoice.

charged on all outstanding balances. Orders under $100.00 (excluding shipping
and handling) must be prepaid by credit card.

Call now to find out how affordable Learn360 can be for you.
Contact John Palmer 1.800.668.0749 ext. 232 • jpalmer@visualed.com

REPLACEMENT OF DEFECTIVE PRODUCT

Any product that is found to be defective due to manufacturing error will be
replaced free of charge.

3. Preview or license/purchase conveys the right for use of the programs via
optical projection or conventional video/DVD playback systems only.
4. Programs may not be exported from or sent outside of Canada without the
prior written consent of Visual Education Centre.

